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Post Modernism — A Slippery Slope — Part Five

Throughout this series on Post Modernism, we have mentioned several concepts

that are influencing our society. We’ve also referenced several ways the New

Testament Church is being influenced. For example, in the August 1st issue, we

discussed briefly how the absence of a belief in Absolute Truth relates to the

Bible and religion as a whole. That perspective on “Truth” goes to the very core

of the Word of God. When the Bible is reduced to nothing more than a “religious

work” among numerous others of its kind, just about every facet of the Church

that one can think of is going to be effected by that philosophy. When the norm

of society (including many members of the Body of Christ) becomes one of

assembling one’s religious beliefs from a spiritual smorgasbord, without recognizing

the Absolute Truth of the Word in order to learn God’s way, there is no longer a

standard to go by — everyone is free to “construct” his or her own practices

and beliefs. Any efforts made — by those who do accept the Word as Absolute

Truth — to explain to others that there is a right way and a wrong way is imme-

diately termed “'judgmental.” It is unfortunate that this is heard as often in the

New Testament Church — from so called Christians — as it is in the secular

realm. The cry for tolerance to allow syncretism (mixing of different religions

and denominations together) in the Church today is a direct result of a Post

Modern influence since Post Modern thinkers accept the validity of all beliefs

without assessment. Why? — if the Bible is not Absolute Truth, there is nothing

to use to assess the validity of one’s own faith, much less the faith of others. It’s

not that Post Modern thinkers are against religion — they are only opposed to

religions that claim there is objective and absolute truth. It’s not a question of

whether a religious practice or belief is right or wrong, the Post Modern attitude

is — “if it works for me, it’s right!” This means that the worship of God is gradually

being replaced by worship of self — self is what matters.

This cafeteria of beliefs is becoming more and more prevalent in our society as

well as in the New Testament Church. Society is seeing an explosion of “Community

Churches” that accept a variety of beliefs and practices — an “I’m right and you’re

right and nobody is wrong” mentality. The Community Church movement has

created a “consumer church” atmosphere among its followers. In his book The

Emerging Church, Dan Kimball explains that those who have been attracted to

the Community Church movement see the church “as a dispenser of religious

goods and services. People come to church to be fed — to have their needs met
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might say — the reckless manipulation of those who read it. It is indeed a moving

target that changes from individual reader to individual reader — if in fact there

is even any value at all in reading it.

We should note here that everything on the list that follows is subject to the

authority of the Scriptures. Christians who have not become victims of the

Post Modern culture hold the beliefs they do because they accept the Scriptures

as Absolute Truth. Therefore, the beliefs held by them are based on the facts (or

Truths) found in those Scriptures that established their beliefs and in turn influences

their actions and behaviors. So in short, once the authority of the Scriptures is

undermined — there is the potential for chaos, both in society and in the

Church. And — that is exactly what we are seeing in many congregations of the

Lord’s Church today.

ATTENDANCE — We opened this series (June 15th) with a brief discussion

concerning the fact that the children of many Christians no longer choose to meet

with the saints on a regular basis. We further stated that those who do attend

regularly seem to have a different perspective concerning their faith than do their

parents. As we’ve progressed through the previous four issues, the reasons for

this discrepancy between generations should have become obvious. Faith, spirituality,

beliefs and the practice of one’s religion no longer needs to be consistent. In the

Post Modern world, beliefs can blatantly contradict actions and no harm is done.

Examples??? — Britney Spears publicly claimed to be a “born again Bible-belt

Baptist.” Jessica Simpson is vocal about her “Christian beliefs” yet both consis-

tently demonstrate behavior to the contrary in their lives. Hypocrisy?? No —

just their personal “construction” of religion. Contradiction?? No — a person

can claim “spirituality” without living out or demonstrating that belief in any

genuine way — and that’s ok — at least it is with a Post Modern mindset.

WORSHIP ASSEMBLY — Again, when the authority of the Scriptures is

abandoned — there is no longer a right or wrong way for the saints to worship

God — anything goes. If the Scriptures are not recognized as an Absolute and

Objective authority — all is acceptable. Worship becomes a subjective experience

geared to benefit the worshipper rather than honor God. If I want a rock band in

the front of a worship assembly or a dance team doing pirouettes up and down

the aisles and call it worship, there is no standard that can deny me that pleasure.

After all, I’m right, you’re right, nobody is wrong — and you’re just being

“intolerant” and “judgmental” if you claim there is a right way — and that way

can be found in God’s Word.
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Foundational beliefs are being flippantly dismissed as judgmental and dogmatic.

The Post Modern philosophy that denies Absolute Truth, is convincing

Christians that believing in “one Lord, one faith, one baptism” is arrogant and

dogmatic. Since we can no longer be certain that what we believe is correct, we

should not offend others by declaring that there is one right way and that one

right way is described in the Scriptures. It is impossible to have any confidence

whatsoever in our beliefs if we subscribe to this Post Modern theology that

denies the Absolute Truth of the Bible. This lack of confidence is quite evident in

the direction (or lack of direction) seen today in some congregations of the Lord’s

Church. Phil Sanders makes an interesting observation about this in his book

Adrift. He points out that since there is no certainty of beliefs we are left with

complete uncertainty (and we would add — confusion) concerning previously

unquestioned Biblical practices and beliefs. For example — Mr. Sanders states;

“Up until now, churches of Christ were in overwhelming agreement that baptism

is for forgiveness of sins (Acts 2:38). Some inclusivists are questioning our ability

to know whether or not that is true.  They say, on one hand, that they believe in

baptism for the remission of sins; but on the other hand, they take it back when

asked whether an unbaptized believer is saved. If truth is relative and not absolute,

one can understand why they hold these contradictory positions.” (pg. 65) These

contradictory positions become even easier to understand when we understand

the way belief is constructed by Post Modernists. For those who have not fallen

victim to the Post Modern mindset, study of the Word reveals “facts.” Those

facts establish “beliefs” which then influences “behavior.” However, with a Post

Modern mindset at work, “experience” influences “behavior” which then constructs

“beliefs.” That brings us back again to “biases” — each individual “constructs”

his or her own reality based on his or her own biases. Acceptance of that philosophy

means that contradictions in faith, beliefs and spirituality are not only acceptable

— but expected! All of the lines are blurred. Relativism is the norm — even

when it comes to the Word of God. Every practice, belief, etc. is right —

because everyone sees it from a different perspective. Nothing is ever wrong!

And if the Bible is only a religious work among other religious works — it too

is open to a variety of interpretations — and all of them are right!

So when it comes to the question of how the New Testament Church is being

influenced by Post Modernism — the answer would have to be  — every way.

There is hardly any area of the Church not being effected. But just to help solidify

what we have already mentioned in a variety of ways, let’s briefly list a few.

AUTHORITY OF THE SCRIPTURES — This is of course, an obvious area

being influenced by Post Modernism. If there is no Absolute or Objective Truth,

there is no authority (including the Bible) that can be used to establish any standard

for anything — whether it be for all of society or for the Church of Jesus Christ.

The Bible is subject to the biases of those who read it — or more correctly we

through quality programs, and to have the professionals teach their children

about God.” [pg. 95 - emphasis added] Deciding where to attend church is simply a

matter of choosing the “vendor” most capable of filling their needs. Teaching

Scriptural Truth has nothing to do with the choice. The more recent movement

— The Emerging Church movement — is trading in the user friendly and contem-

porary community kind of service for gatherings that are smaller and designed to

be experiential and spiritually mystical — using candles, incense, crosses, darkened

rooms, prayer lamps, etc. to establish a “mood filled” holistic experience.

In their book Emerging Churches; Creating Christian Community in Postmodern

Cultures, Eddie Gibbs and Ryan Bolger echo a Post Modern concept with this

statement; “Theologies given birth within modernity will not transfer to post-

modern cultures.” So at the heart of these movements is the hypothesis that Christian

leaders must adapt to the changing culture in order for the Church to survive. So

Biblical beliefs, practices and doctrines are discarded as “obsolete traditions.”

Referring to the Emerging Church movement, the late Jerry Falwell stated: “I

believe we are witnessing a modern effort to transform the church into an institution

that experiences broad cultural acceptance....The problem is that it has decided

to modernize and re-create the church so as not to offend sinners. This renders

virtually meaningless the life-changing message of the Gospel.” [emphasis added]

He went on to say that the truth of the Gospel “is not truth that can be modified

to fit cultural whims.”

Perhaps we should interject here that throughout this series, we are quoting from a

number of books by numerous authors — some of whom profess theologies not in

accordance with the Word. Their insight however, concerning the Post Modern

world is in many cases extremely useful in helping us to better comprehend the

crises facing not only each of us individually but facing the Lord’s Church as well.

In the opening chapter of his book Culturally Incorrect, Rod Parsley states: “If

you have a television, Internet access, or simply a functioning set or eyes and

ears, you are acutely aware that our culture is dancing on a slippery slope of

amoral madness — blindfolded.” (pg.3) Those of us who are New Testament

Christians and students of the Absolute Truth of the Word of God should also

be acutely aware that this dangerous trend is “dancing” its way into the Church.

We are seeing its effect on Evangelism, worship assemblies, attendance, Bible

classes, Bible study, the morals of our youth, leadership, the role of women in

the Church, marriages, the structure of the families in the Church, and on and on

and on. Congregations are being ripped apart because of disputes that have

come about as Post Modern theology takes hold. Many of these intense disputes

focus around questions like Can we know the Truth? — Is there a Biblical way

to worship? — Do the Scriptures tell us who is in the family of God? — Do the

Scriptures tell us who is not a member of the family of God? — What is Scriptural

baptism? — Is baptism essential for salvation? — and on and on again.
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